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STAND ACTIVITY

TIME ORGANISATION WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

Various times 
throughout 
the day

THE VIRTUAL 
ENGINEERING CENTRE

The Virtual Engineering Centre (VEC)
A leading centre in digital innovation and an initiative of the University of Liverpool, the VEC helps businesses to integrate and exploit Virtual Engineering technologies, 
such as advanced modelling and simulation, and immersive visualisation for industrial and commercial applications.

Valuechain Demo
Created through the LCR 4.0 project, Valuechain and the VEC have collaborated to create a virtual connected factory that utilises latest digital manufacturing 
technologies and demonstrates best practice use cases of Industry 4.0 technologies.

GEOFF Demo
GEOFF is an advanced material formulation system for automated material discovery which highlights the use of virtual environments for product design and VR 
training for specific environments. 

9.30 - 
10.30am

SENSOR CITY
Joanne Phoenix

Sensor City is a new global hub for sensor technologies, supporting a community of tech companies that are pushing the boundaries of sensor innovation. Drawing on 
expert support and using some of the most sophisticated laboratories for sensors and IoT in the country, innovators can design, build, test and improve their products 
within one facility, developing novel concepts into prototypes with speed and accuracy. 

Dr Joanne Phoenix, Business Development lead for Sensor City, will explain the support available to companies – 
from corporates looking for novel solutions from the community, to start ups and SMEs seeking to develop 
novel sensor applications.

11 - 11.40am LJMU
Cyber Security for Manufacturing

Summary: Demonstrations of protecting critical network infrastructure for business.

Why attend: Come and see what LJMU’s PROTECT research institute is doing to safeguard systems against cyber attacks.

Experts: Dr. Bob Askwith (LJMU/Computer Science), Lesley Lambert (LJMU/LCR4.0)

11.40am - 
12 noon

LJMU
Smart Supply Chain and Logistics

Summary: 3D simulation demonstration of logistics movements

Why attend: Come and see demonstrations from LJMU’s LOOM research group and new developments of online and offline 3D simulations of complex systems to 
validate optimisation.

Experts: Dr. Trung Thanh Nguyen (LJMU), Lesley Lambert (LJMU/LCR4.0)

12.30 - 
1.30pm

STFC HARTREE
Dr Tom Kirkham

Dr Tom Kirkham is a Business Development Manager at the Hartree Centre. Having worked as a Computer Scientist within the domains of data security, Cloud Computing 
and Internet of Things (IoT) he is currently working with companies to help get the most out of collaborations with Hartree supported by the LCR 4.0 project. This work 
involves the development of solutions embracing emerging IoT, distributed computing and cognitive computing / big data technologies.

2 - 3pm ROYAL HASKONINGDHV Royal HaskoningDHV is an independent, international engineering and project management business with 135 years experience. Working across 150 countries, Royal 
HaskoningDHV has been ranked as the 8th most inspirational civil engineering practice in the UK, where their world-leading maritime expertise is supported by a culture of 
embracing and developing new and emerging technologies. 

The Liverpool office is a key innovation hub; here the local maritime team are combining their 30 years of experience on the Mersey with established 3D and digital 
capabilities to take the industry in an exciting new direction – mixed reality with Microsoft Hololens.  

3 - 4pm LJMU
Drone Technology

Summary: Demonstrations on 3D mapping using drone technology

Why attend: Come and see live demonstration of our exciting applications using drone technology, including accurate modelling of caves and landmarks. Come and learn 
how you can implement drone technology into manufacturing operations and see what further research is being developed at LJMU.

Experts: Dr. Frederic Bezombes (LJMU/Drones), Lesley Lambert (LJMU/LCR4.0)

Various times 
throughout 
the day

THE VIRTUAL ENGINEERING CENTRE The Virtual Engineering Centre (VEC)
A leading centre in digital innovation and an initiative of the University of Liverpool, the VEC helps businesses to integrate and exploit Virtual Engineering technologies, 
such as advanced modelling and simulation, and immersive visualisation for industrial and commercial applications.

Valuechain Demo
Created through the LCR 4.0 project, Valuechain and the VEC have collaborated to create a virtual connected factory that utilises latest digital manufacturing technologies 
and demonstrates best practice use cases of Industry 4.0 technologies.

GEOFF Demo
GEOFF is an advanced material formulation system for automated material discovery which highlights the use of virtual environments for product design and VR training for 
specific environments. 

9 - 9.30am LJMU
Data Analytics

Why attend: Come and see examples of how big data, and data analysis can help you make informed decisions. 

Experts: Prof. Paulo Lisboa (LJMU/Applied Mathematics),  Anthony Walker (LJMU/LCR4.0).

9.30 - 10am LJMU 
MTC@LJMU

Summary: The Manufacturing Technology Centre has a base in LCR through MTC@LJMU

Why attend: Learn how you can engage with the MTC as a local resource to support your manufacturing operations.

Experts: Dr. Charlie Whitford (MTC@LJMU), Anthony Walker (LJMU/LCR 4.0)

12 noon - 
1pm

UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL
Innovation through 
Cyber-physical Production 
Engineering

Professor Dirk Schaefer MS PhD CEng 
CTPD MIED CSci CITP FBCS FHEA 
IngPaedIGIP
Chair in Industrial Design | 
Head of Division

Industry 4.0 is in full swing and its base technologies are readily available. Their seamless integration into reliable, scalable, and secure cyber-physical 
production engineering ecosystems is a key priority. To reap most benefit from its implementation, the entire product lifecycle, including design, 
manufacture, assembly and logistics needs be considered holistically. Cybersecurity is key for a successful Industry 4.0 implementation. Plenty of 
opportunities for new product-service-systems based on digitization and big data exist. Accordingly, new business models are to be developed. Industry 4.0 
is for everyone, not just the big players. Legacy systems can be retrofitted. Get involved – today. 

1 - 1.30pm LJMU
Mass Finishing

Summary: Simulating and digitising mass finishing processes to modify and enhance the surface of engineered parts by immersion in fluidised circulatory flow of loose 
abrasive media.

Why attend: Come and see how LJMU’s research is leading to industry exploiting mass finishing techniques, including case study from Vibraglaz (UK) ltd.

Experts: Prof. Mike Morgan (LJMU/AMTREL), Steve Vaughan (Vibraglaz)

1.30 - 2pm LJMU
Drone Technology

Summary: Demonstrations on 3D mapping using drone technology

Why attend: Come and see live demonstration of our exciting applications using drone technology, including accurate modelling of caves and landmarks. Come and learn 
how you can implement drone technology into manufacturing operations and see what further research is being developed at LJMU.

Experts: Dr. Frederic Bezombes (LJMU/Drones), Lesley Lambert (LJMU/LCR4.0)
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